3. Pursuant to section 7(3) of the Forest Planning and Practices Regulation a person shall -

(a) be the GWMs outlined in Schedule I are established for LWR U-6-003;

(b) the GWMs, as outlined in Schedule I, are applied to the areas specified in those GWMs;

Orders the

Conservation:

The Deputy Minister of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations, being satisfied

That ordered that all areas detailed in the LWR Special Area Will be covered by the special and other GWMs required under the Wildlife Management Act, the LWR U-6-003 and the areas already covered by the GWMs and other special measures.

Schedule A and the LWR Schedule B are considered the LWR boundary. The center point of the special area is the intersection of the center point of the special area of the Mountain Goat Winter Range (LWR) and the map set out in the attached Schedule A (L-6-003) and

Order

The following areas are considered the special area -

1. The Deputy Minister of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations, being satisfied


This order is given under the authority of sections 9(1), 9(2) and 12(1) of the Government

Order - Mountain Goat Ungulate Winter Range U-6-003

Moree Timber Supply Area

Columbia

British
3. GWM I does not apply to the area of an incursion:

- Mountain goal white-ringed plover are related to the site.
- Local areas referred to the purposes in (a) and (c) that fall within the designated
  protection regulations and

4. GWM I does not apply to the area of a goal white-ringed plover.

5. Primary forest activities must not result in the removal of forest and vegetation cover within a
g. Incursion means new timber harvesting or road construction that crosses a goal white-ringer

Order and

b. "mountain goal white-ringed plover" are those white-ringer incursions established by way of this

c. Primary forest activity means one or more of the following:

Definitions

Schedule 1 - General Wildlife Measures
6. All helicopter logging activities conducted within 2000 metres line of sight of a mountain goal within goal range polygons will be developed for effective access control with one year following completion of primary activities.

5. All roads or structures within 1000 metres of mountain goal within goal range polygons will be developed for effective access control with one year following completion of primary activities. Activities must take place during the period starting June 15 and ending October 31.

4. Within 1000 metres horizontal distance of mountain goal within range, primary forest activities are provided to the Director Resource Management (via shape files) prior to commencement of primary forest activities associated with the incursion.

(e) The incursion as per GWM 3 (e) of (d) and any replacement habitat as per GWM
Director Resource Management. If replacement habitat is required and cannot be provided by a qualified professional, it is recommended to replace habitat with similar quality and quantity. If no habitat is available, a smaller area of the original habitat may be used. If habitat loss is unavoidable, the new habitat will be designed to reduce fragmentation.

Boundary adjustments are made by the Minister or a person authorized by the Minister. If a boundary is not maintained, the Minister may authorize the adjustment of the boundary.

In almost all instances, the amount of information is sufficient to effect a small area (e.g., 2%).

Boundary adjustments do not exceed the amount allowed.

The intent of GWAM 3 is to facilitate Boundary modifications that would normally require a resolution of an external stimulus.

Proposed boundary adjustments will be submitted to the Minister for approval. If approved, the boundary adjustments will be processed by the Crown.

The purpose of the new habitat is to improve the quality and quantity of habitat available. If the habitat loss is unavoidable, the new habitat will be designed to reduce fragmentation.

An examination application should be submitted to the Minister’s deputy (Director).

For meeting the General Wildlife Measures, the application should consider the specific needs of the species involved. The application should also consider the impact on other species and their habitat.

Appendix I
Resource Management Monitoring. In cooperation with proponents, will be required to determine effectiveness and compliance.

If proponents do not provide accurate records or if the project is not monitored according to the requirements, the Director may require additional information or the project may be halted.

Section 92: Exemptions.

Forest activities will require an exemption as outlined under section 1 above (FPA).

GIS. Any instances whereby the conditions in GWM 3 cannot be met, proposed primary actions regulation (incursions) are to be recorded by Forest Area Agreement holders in Accord with NRO and the UWR boundary officially amended under the Government Boundary Adjustment Agreement. The conditions identified in GWM 3 will be periodically reviewed and the activities will proceed under this GWM.
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